
Boys Throw Back Hall Fashions 

For boys at Throw Back Hall, there are tons of iconic styles to rock that capture the 
spirit of different eras! Here are some ideas to get you started! 

40s: 

- Big Band: You’re under the spotlight, dressed in a sharp suit and tie, belting 
out classic tunes like "Fly Me to the Moon" or "Cheek to Cheek." You can 
even use a toy microphone and practice your stage presence or choose an 
instrument from the big band lineup (saxophone, trumpet, trombone, etc.) 
and pretend to play along with the music. You can wear a bandana and carry 
a fake instrument case for full effect. Don’t see yourself in the band? Put on 
your dancing shoes and learn some iconic swing moves like the Lindy Hop, 
the Charleston, or the Jitterbug. You’ll be gliding across the dance floor to 
the lively big band tunes! 

- War Hero: Pay homage to the brave soldiers of WWII with a khaki uniform, 
helmet, and toy gun (pretend use only!). You could even learn some basic 
drills or Morse code! 

- Movie Inspo: Still need ideas? Check out these iconic movies for more 
inspiration of 1940s culture: Casablanca, It’s a Wonderful Life, Pearl Harbor, 
Broadway Melody of 1940 

50s: 

- Greaser: Think James Dean with a slicked-back pompadour, a leather jacket, 
and rolled-up jeans! Don't forget the comb for touch-ups! 

- Sock Hop Hero: Channel your inner Elvis or Buddy Holly with a button-down 
shirt, rolled-up chinos, and some classic Converse sneakers. Don't forget to 
practice your jitterbug moves! 

Please note, Camp Mac does not take a position on the quality or content of the movies 
listed below or their appropriateness or lack thereof for your child. These movies are simply 
offered for parents to use as a resource for fashion inspiration for each decade to help 
select costumes for their child for Throw Back Hall.



- Movie Inspo: Still need ideas? Check out these iconic movies for more 
inspiration of 1950s culture: Rebel Without a Cause, Singin’ In the Rain, 
Grease, West Side Story, Love Me Tender 

60s: 

- Hippie Dude: Let your hair flow free (or grab a wig!), throw on some tie-dye 
threads, and rock some peace signs. Bonus points for funky sunglasses and 
sandals. 

- Surfin’ Safari: Channel the iconic album cover of the Beach Boys with board 
shorts, a Hawaiian shirt open over a plain white T-shirt, flip-flops, and a lei 
around your neck. Add a blond wig for extra authenticity! 

- Groovy Mod: Think bold patterns, geometric shapes, and turtlenecks. Pair 
some slim-fit pants with a colorful patterned shirt and go-go boots for a 
truly groovy look. 

- Movie Inspo: Still need ideas? Check out these iconic movies for more 
inspiration of 1960s culture: Austin Powers, Endless Summer, Space Odyssey, 
Pulp Fiction, Hairspray 

70s: 

- Disco King: Get ready to boogie in platform shoes, bell-bottoms, and a flashy 
shirt. Don't forget the afro wig (optional, but definitely adds to the fun!). 

- Rockstar: Let your inner rockstar shine with ripped jeans, a band t-shirt (Led 
Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, etc.), a bandana, and maybe even a denim jacket 
adorned with patches. Don't forget the Converse sneakers! 

- Movie Inspo: Still need ideas? Check out these iconic movies for more 
inspiration of 1970s culture: Saturday Night Fever, Forrest Gump, Dazed & 
Confused, American Graffiti  

80s: 

- Neon Ninja: Embrace the vibrant colors of the 80s with neon everything! 
Think leg warmers, neon tracksuits, and maybe even a fanny pack! Mullet 
wig, anyone? 

- Hair Metal Rocker: Go big or go home with teased hair, ripped jeans, a band 
t-shirt (think Bon Jovi or Motley Crue), and maybe even some fingerless 
gloves! 



- Movie Inspo: Still need ideas? Check out these iconic movies for more 
inspiration of 1980s culture: Footloose, Dirty Dancing, Flash Dance, Fame, 
Back to the Future, Stayin’ Alive, Richard Simmons Sweatin’ to the Oldies! 

90s: 

- Grunge God: Channel your inner Kurt Cobain with ripped jeans, a flannel 
shirt, combat boots, and maybe even a beanie. Don't forget the angsty 
expression! 

- Boy Band Heartthrob: Think frosted tips, cargo pants, a colorful bowling 
shirt unbuttoned just enough, and some serious dance moves inspired by 
Backstreet Boys or *NSYNC! 

- Movie Inspo: Still need ideas? Check out these iconic movies for more 
inspiration of 1990s culture: Clueless, Spice World, Empire Records, Wayne’s 
World, *NSYNC: Bigger Than Live 

00s: 

- Hip-Hop Hype Man: Grab some baggy jeans, a graphic tee, a backwards 
baseball cap, and some fresh sneakers.Practice your air guitar skills and bust 
out some dance moves inspired by icons like Jay-Z or Eminem! 

- Surfer Dude: Channel the California cool with loose-fit board shorts, a 
Hawaiian shirt, flip-flops, and maybe even some spiky hair gel. Don't forget 
to hang ten (air guitar style)! 

- Tech Nerd: Embrace the digital age with a graphic t-shirt featuring your 
favorite video game or cartoon, cargo pants, chunky sneakers, and maybe 
even some neon-colored tech accessories (think fake Tamagotchi or a toy 
cell phone)! 

- Movie Inspo: Still need ideas? Check out these iconic movies for more 
inspiration of 2000s culture: Mean Girls, Bring It On, Step Up, 10 Things I 
Hate About You, Crossroads, the Simple Life 

Remember, these are just a few ideas to get you started! The best outfit is the one that lets 
you express yourself and have the most fun at Throw Back Hall. So mix and match, get 
creative, and don't be afraid to rock your own unique style!


